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By Erick Hoffman

Supremium Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 110 pages. Dimensions: 8.0in. x 5.0in. x 0.2in.Chasing
the Zombie chronicles, in a lighthearted amusing manner, the
elusive pursuit of the ultimate high zombies achieve in the
consumption of human flesh. It is however, more than the
typical blood and guts zombie book, as it is equally poignant
and hilarious. It begins as one undead ghoul tries to find a way
to silence the chase. He believes his resolve will be found
somewhere, maybe in the documenting of his own personal
mini-stories or even in the struggles of humans and zombies
alike. Next, a little known myth is weaved by a honey company
CEO. This is of someone that angered the gods to their breaking
point, who in turn cast a most diabolical punishment. After this
several stories unfold; a birth announcement, a wrestler and his
rise to fame; a breakup via text message, a recluses run in at a
community event, a royal investment with its spawned products,
personal vanity, a wannabe author in trouble with the law,
zombie sex checklist, zombie good vs. zombie bad, zombie
attack in 3D and so much more. . . This item ships from multiple
locations....
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ReviewsReviews

This book may be really worth a read through, and far better than other. it was actually writtern extremely completely
and valuable. I am just very easily will get a satisfaction of looking at a published ebook.
-- Lillie Toy-- Lillie Toy

It is easy in read through easier to fully grasp. it had been writtern very completely and useful. I am pleased to let you
know that here is the greatest book we have read during my personal life and could be he very best book for possibly.
-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de-- Miss Ma r g e Jer de
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